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ABSTRACT
With constantly increasing costs of energy, we ask ourselves
what we can say about the energy efficiency of existing
VoIP systems. To answer that question, we gather informa-
tion about the existing client-server and peer-to-peer VoIP
systems, build energy models for these systems, and evalu-
ate their power consumption and relative energy efficiency
through analysis and a series of experiments.
Contrary to the recent work on energy efficiency of peer-

to-peer systems, we find that even with efficient peers a
peer-to-peer architecture can be less energy efficient than
a client-server architecture. We also find that the presence
of NATs in the network is a major obstacle in building en-
ergy efficient VoIP systems. We then provide a number of
recommendations for making VoIP systems more energy ef-
ficient.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques, Mea-
surement techniques

General Terms
Performance, Measurement

Keywords
VoIP, energy efficiency, peer-to-peer

1. INTRODUCTION
We aim to understand and analyze the energy efficiency of

Voice-over-IP (VoIP) systems. The core function of a VoIP
system is to provide mechanisms for storing and locating
the network addresses of user agents and for establishing
voice and video media sessions over IP (often in the pres-
ence of restrictive network address translators (NATs) and
firewalls). These systems also provide additional functional-
ity such as voicemail, buddy lists, conferencing, and calling
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circuit-switched (PSTN) and mobile phones. From the per-
spective of energy efficiency, a VoIP system can broadly be
classified according to two criteria: whether it is a primary-
line phone service replacing PSTN and whether it uses a
client-server (c/s) or a peer-to-peer (p2p) architecture. Von-
age [11] and Google Talk [3] are examples of c/s architec-
tures, while Skype [10] is an example of a p2p architecture.
Of these, only Vonage is a primary-line phone service replac-
ing PSTN service.

Recently, Nedevschi et al. [17] have developed models de-
scribing the relative power efficiency of c/s and p2p architec-
tures for generalized network applications (e.g., file-sharing),
and conclude that p2p approaches use system energy more
efficiently than the c/s ones. Similarly, Valancius et al. [23]
argue that building p2p nano-data centers on the Inter-
net gateway devices provides energy savings over traditional
centralized data centers. In both papers, the energy sav-
ings argument boils down to data center servers (1) needing
cooling, network, and other overheads (measured by a mul-
tiplicative factor called Power Utilization Efficiency - PUE )
and (2) having significant baseline power consumption (i.e.,
power consumption when idling). Typical data center PUEs
range from 1.2–2, while the PUE of a peer is 1 (e.g., home
air-conditioning is already running) and peers are on any-
way, so processes running on peers escape this baseline cost.

We examine the relative energy efficiency of c/s and p2p
VoIP systems, and find, intriguingly, that the energy con-
sumption of a peer does not need to be very large in order
for a p2p architecture to be less energy efficient than a c/s
one, warranting further investigation. We also consider the
impact of whether a VoIP system is used as an always-on
PSTN replacement or as a communication addendum such
as Skype. We find that in both cases the energy consumption
of edge devices dominate. Finally, we demonstrate restric-
tive NAT settings to be a major source of energy waste.

Our paper begins by presenting common configurations of
deployed c/s and p2p VoIP systems (Section 2). We devise
a simple model for analyzing the energy efficiency of c/s and
p2p VoIP system architectures (Section 3). This model en-
ables a systematic comparison of c/s and p2p VoIP systems.
We then present measurements for c/s and p2p components
in Section 4 which we apply to the models developed Sec-
tion 5. We conclude in Section 6 with recommendations to
improve the energy efficiency of VoIP systems.

2. VOIP SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We present an overview of the main functionalities pro-

vided by VoIP systems and describe how they are typically



Figure 1: C/S ITSP architecture.

implemented in c/s and p2p VoIP systems. We then de-
scribe in more detail the architecture of a typical Internet
telephony service provider (ITSP) and Skype, which are rep-
resentative examples of c/s and p2p VoIP architectures, re-
spectively.
The main functionalities in a VoIP system are:

• Signaling - storing and locating the reachable ad-
dress of the user agents, and routing calls between user
agents.

• NAT keep-alive - sending and processing user agent
traffic to maintain state at the NAT devices for receiv-
ing incoming requests and calls.

• Media relaying - sending VoIP traffic directly be-
tween two user agents or through a relay. Relaying
is necessary when one or both of the user agents are
behind a restrictive NAT/firewall which prevents es-
tablishment of a direct VoIP connection.

• Authentication, authorization, accounting - ver-
ifying that a user agent is permitted to use the system
and tracking usage for billing purposes.

• PSTN connectivity - Establishing calls between VoIP
clients and PSTN phones using managed gateways.

• Other services - such as voicemail, buddy list stor-
age, video calls, and conferencing.

Of the services listed above, signaling, NAT keep-alive,
and media relaying lend themselves most easily to a p2p
implementation. Consequently in VoIP systems (including
Skype) of which we are aware, all but signaling, NAT keep-
alive, and media relaying functionality are implemented on
centralized servers. As we will see in Section 5, the relative
energy consumption of c/s and p2p VoIP systems will be
determined by the relative efficiency of c/s and p2p imple-
mentations of signaling, NAT keep-alive, and media relaying.

2.1 C/S ITSP Architecture – T-ITSP
We surveyed three c/s ITSPs to obtain information about

their server systems, subscriber populations and character-
istics of the network traffic. Based on this survey, we present
an overview of the largest of these whose architecture is typ-
ical for an ITSP. We refer to this ITSP as T-ITSP in order
to preserve its anonymity.

Figure 2: P2P VoIP architecture.

T-ITSP uses an infrastructure based on open protocols,
namely SIP [20] for signaling and RTP [19] for media. It uses
a SIP proxy and registrar implementation based on SER [8].
The SIP registrar stores the reachable address of user agents,
whereas the proxy server forwards signaling requests be-
tween user agents. Users access the system (e.g., place calls)
predominantly through hardware SIP phones. Most such
phones are audio-capable only, although some also support
video. The vast majority of hardphones are connected to the
broadband Internet through a home/office router, which is
typically configured to act as a NAT/firewall. Over 90%
of SIP signaling is done over UDP. User agents connect to
SIP servers, perform SIP digest authentication, and register
their reachable address every 50minutes to receive incoming
calls, a process we refer to as a registration event.

Because most existing NAT devices maintain UDP bind-
ings for a short period of time [16], hardphones behind NATs
need to periodically refresh the binding in order to reli-
ably receive incoming calls. The hardphones achieve this
by sending a SIP NOTIFY request every 15 s to the SIP
server, which replies with a 200 OK response. While waste-
ful, method proved to be the only reliable way of maintaining
NAT bindings.

To establish a call, the user agents send SIP INVITE re-
quests to the SIP proxy servers, which then forward these
requests to the destination user agents. The vast major-
ity of hardphones are behind NATs/firewalls and a large
proportion of these devices use default settings that pre-
vent user agents from establishing direct VoIP calls. Con-
sequently, T-ITSP needs to operate RTP relay servers to
relay these calls, thereby consuming additional energy and
network bandwidth. T-ITSP also maintains a number of
PSTN servers for calling phones in the traditional telephone
network. T-ITSP does not encrypt signaling or media traf-
fic. Figure 1 illustrates T-ITSP’s architecture.

2.1.1 Traffic
T-ITSP has a total subscriber base of 100 k users. The

peak call arrival rate is 15 calls per second (CPS) and peak
active calls in the system are 8000. Approximately 60% (or
4,800) of the peak calls were to subscribers within the ITSP;
the rest being routed to PSTN/mobile phones. Hardphones
register their network address with T-ITSP’s SIP registrar
every 50minutes and send a SIP NOTIFYmessage every 15 s
to maintain the NAT binding. For 100 k subscribers, these
statistics imply that the SIP registrar needs to process 33
registration events and 6,667 NOTIFY events per second.



Feature T-ITSP Skype
User agents Hardphone Softphone
Signaling Centralized P2P+Centralized
NAT keep-alive Centralized P2P
Media relaying Centralized P2P
PSTN Centralized Centralized
Voicemail Centralized Centralized
Buddy list Centralized Centralized

Table 1: Architecture: T-ITSP vs. Skype

In Section 4, we extrapolate these peak numbers for a large
subscriber base.

2.2 P2P VoIP Architecture – Skype
We present an overview of Skype [14] which is represen-

tative of a p2p VoIP system. Skype is not advertised as a
primary-line phone service. There are two types of nodes in
a Skype network, super nodes and ordinary nodes. The
super nodes form the Skype overlay network, with ordi-
nary nodes connecting to one or more super nodes. Super
nodes, which are chosen for their unrestricted connectivity
and high-bandwidth availability, are responsible for signal-
ing, NAT keep-alive and media relaying. Skype encrypts sig-
naling and media traffic to prevent super nodes from eaves-
dropping. Skype managed-servers provide functionality for
authentication, buddy list and voicemail storage, and calling
PSTN and mobile phones. Figure 2 shows an illustration of
a p2p VoIP system. Table 1 compares the distributed and
centralized features of the T-ITSP and Skype.

3. POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
We present a model for understanding the power con-

sumption of c/s and p2p VoIP system architectures. We
focus on signaling, NAT traversal, and media relaying as
they are accomplished using managed servers in the former
but through super nodes in the later. Let N be the total
number of online ITSP subscribers and let λINV be the peak
number of calls per second these subscribers make and d be
the average call duration. These calls are either to other sub-
scribers of the VoIP provider or to PSTN or mobile phones.
Let pv be the percentage of VoIP calls. Of these, let prelay
be the proportion of calls that need a relay.

3.1 Client-Server
As discussed in Section 2.1, a c/s VoIP architecture has

dedicated servers for handling the signaling, NAT traversal,
and media relaying traffic. Signaling traffic includes registra-
tion of user agent network addresses with the SIP registrar
and call signaling for establishing media sessions. Let λREG

and λINV denote the peak number of SIP registration events
and calls per seconds, respectively, that N user agents gen-
erate. The NAT traversal traffic (SIP NOTIFY in T-ITSP)
is sent by the user agents to refresh NAT bindings and en-
suring reliable receipt of incoming calls. Let λNAT be the
rate of these NAT traversal messages per second. λNAT will
be significantly lower for signaling over TCP than over UDP.
In most c/s VoIP systems, signaling and NAT traversal are
handled on separate servers from those of media-relaying.
Let S(λREG, λINV , λNAT , PROTO) represent the num-

ber of signaling servers needed to handle the peak signaling
and NAT traversal load under a particular transport pro-

tocol PROTO. The PROTO may be UDP, TCP, or TLS.
An advantage of using permanent TCP connections between
user agents and SIP servers is that it reduces the frequency
of the traffic to maintain NAT bindings. However, main-
taining hundreds of thousands of TCP or TLS connections
on a server is costly in terms of the memory needed [21].
Let M(λINV , d, pv, prelay) represent the number of media
relay servers needed to relay calls. Let ws and wm denote
respectively the wattage consumed by signaling and media
servers at the peak load. Let c be the system’s PUE and
rs and rm be the redundancy factor used for signaling and
media servers. Then the power consumed by the signaling
and media-relay systems is given as follows:

wc/s = (Swsrs +Mwmrm)c (1)

3.2 Peer-to-Peer
Recall from Section 2.2 that there are two types of nodes

in a p2p communication system, (1) super nodes that for-
ward signaling and routing traffic from other super nodes
and ordinary nodes, and relay a call between nodes with
restrictive network capacity (2) ordinary nodes that do not
participate in the overlay routing and connect to one or more
super nodes. Let NS be the number of super nodes in the
p2p system with a total population of N subscribers. In con-
trast to c/s systems, where it is easy to attribute the energy
consumption of signaling, NAT traversal and relaying, it is
non-trivial to do so for super nodes in p2p systems. We con-
sider two reasonable accounting strategies (which apply as
well to energy accounting on phones and network devices):

• delta - count only the additional power drawn by the
signaling and relaying functions of the super node ma-
chine above that of the baseline power consumption of
the machine.

• prop - in addition to delta, attribute a fraction of
the system baseline power consumption proportional
to the time the CPU is woken to handle signaling, NAT
traversal and media relaying traffic.

For simplicity, assume that each super node sends and
receives λMAINT messages per second to maintain the over-
lay, and receives 1

NS
of the total registration, call invites,

and NAT traversal. Each super node relays at maximum
one call at a time. A node may use a secure transport pro-
tocol such as TLS or DTLS for non-media relaying traffic.
Let wbase denote the baseline wattage drawn by the super
node machine. Let w∆ denote the wattage drawn by the
overlay maintenance, registration, signaling, NAT traversal,
and media relaying functionality. Let p be the proportion
of time the CPU is woken by the client if prop accounting
policy is chosen or zero for the delta policy. Then the power
consumed by p2p super nodes is:

wp2p = (w∆ + wbasep)NS (2)

3.3 Comparison Issues in C/S and P2P VoIP
Systems

We highlight the broader issues in comparing c/s and p2p
VoIP systems.

3.3.1 PSTN Replacement
The most important consideration from the comparison

perspective is whether the systems are used as a replacement



for the always-on PSTN system. For an IP-based c/s or p2p
system that replaces PSTN as the primary-line phone ser-
vice, the user agents must always be reachable (or powered
on) to receive incoming calls. The total energy consumed
by such systems is the sum total of the energy consumed by
always-on user agents and servers if any.
In contrast, systems like Google Talk and Skype run as a

software application on a desktop, laptop, or a mobile device.
When comparing these architectures, it is important that we
examine the power consumed by the machines providing the
core functionality (servers in c/s, super nodes in p2p) and
not the difference in energy consumed by the user agents.

3.3.2 Network Costs
C/S and p2p communication systems have a different net-

work footprint as in the later, nodes (or user agents) have to
exchange data to maintain the p2p network. Edge and core
routers likely incur an energy cost for forwarding traffic for
p2p and c/s communication systems. However, these costs
are harder to quantify as the edge and core routers are al-
ways on. Although, an analysis similar to [17] can be used,
we focus on quantifying the energy usage of the system itself
and not the network.

4. MEASUREMENTS & RESULTS
In this section, we describe a set of experiments for mea-

suring selected components of c/s VoIP infrastructure and
Skype. Our power measurements were taken using a Watts-
up .NET power meter [13]. The meter provides 0.1W pre-
cision and claims accuracy to 1.5% of the measured value.

4.1 Client-Server SIP System
Based on the architecture and load information of T-ITSP,

we set up a test bed comprising of two servers, the first
for handling signaling and NAT traversal workload, and the
other for handling media relaying. Our goal was to measure
the power consumption of these servers under peak load, and
extrapolate the number of servers needed and the power con-
sumed based on peak workload, using the model developed
in Section 3.1. Although, this extrapolation may be consid-
ered an over simplification, it still provides useful insights
into the energy consumed by large scale c/s VoIP systems.

4.1.1 Testbed Overview
The SIP server machine is a Dell PowerEdge 1900 server

[2] with two quad-core 2.33GHz Intel Xeon X5345 proces-
sors and 4GB of memory. It is connected to load-generators
with two Intel 82545GM Gigabit Ethernet controllers. The
machine has 6 fans. It runs Debian Squeeze (snapshot from
26th February 2010) with Linux kernel 2.6.32. We installed
the latest version of SIP-Router, an open source SIP server
[8] on the machine and configured it with all the features
an ITSP operating in the public Internet would need to use.
The SIP server is configured to use 2.5GB of memory and 16
processes (2 per core). We use MySQL 5.1.41-3 (from a De-
bian package) configured with 2GB of query cache. We use
SIPp [9] version 3.1.r590-1 to generate SIP traffic according
to the model described in Section 2.1.1.
For RTP relay tests we used an IBM HS22 blade server [4]

with 5 blades installed. One of the blades was used as
an RTP relay server; remaining 4 blades and another two
desktop-class PCs were used as RTP load generators. Each
blade has two Intel Xeon quad-core CPUs running at 2.9GHz

and a 10GigE Intel NIC with multiple hardware transmis-
sion and receive queues and Linux 2.6.31 kernel. We used
the latest version of iptrtpproxy [5], a kernel-level RTP re-
lay. The software relays RTP packets using iptables rules.
We used a modified version of SEMS [7] to generate a large
number of simultaneous RTP sessions.

4.1.2 SIP Server Measurements
We performed a number of measurements to figure out the

maximum number of subscribers our SIP server can sup-
port. We desire to determine the maximum load on this
server in three configurations: (1) signaling and NAT keep-
alive (SIP NOTIFY) traffic carried over UDP as described
in Section 2.1.1; (2) signaling traffic over UDP but without
any SIP NOTIFY traffic; (3) signaling traffic over perma-
nent TLS connections. The first configuration allows us to
reason about the maximum ITSP-like workload a server can
handle. The second configuration provides insights into peak
ITSP-like signaling workload a server can handle, assuming
there were no NATs. The third configuration is helpful from
the perspective of comparing T-ITSP to Skype as Skype uses
a TLS-like protocol to encrypt signaling and media traffic.

Before running any tests, we provisioned the database of
the SIP server with 1M unique subscribers. The baseline
consumption of the server is 160W. The machine has 6 fans;
each fan consumes 10W when running at full speed. The
power consumption when all fans are removed and the ma-
chine is idle is 145W. To see how CPUs contribute to the
overall power consumption of the machine, we run 8 cpub-
urn [1] processes (one per core). The machine consumes
332W when all cores are fully utilized.

For the first configuration, we found out that our server
could handle T-ITSP’s traffic mix for approximately 0.5M
users. Under this load, the number of calls (λINV ), regis-
trations (λREG), and NAT keep-alives (λNAT ) events per
second were 75, 166, 33 k, respectively, and the server con-
sumes (ws) 210W. For the second configuration, in which
there is no NAT traversal traffic, we found that our server
could handle load for approximately 1M subscribers. ws

was 190W.
For the third configuration (signaling over TLS) there was

no need to exchange frequent keep-alive messages over TCP
connections to keep NAT bindings open, so λNAT was 0.
With SIP over TLS, the SIP server uses 61 kB of memory
per connection and one connection is needed per user agent.
Consequently, memory becomes our bottleneck and a max-
imum of 43 k simultaneously connected user agents can be
supported on a single SIP server. ws was 209W.

Based on these measurements, we extrapolate the num-
ber of servers needed for these configurations in Table 2.
Compared to the first configuration, observe that eliminat-
ing the keep-alive traffic reduces the number of servers by
half in the second configuration. Although the number of
signaling servers needed for the third configuration increases
approximately by a factor of 12 as compared to the first con-
figuration, we believe that such limitation can be addressed
by tuning SSL buffer, by increasing memory in our server or
by using hardware SSL accelerators. We are addressing this
issue in our ongoing work.

4.1.3 Media Relay Server
We managed to saturate the IBM blade with 15,000 si-

multaneous calls. Each call has a bit rate of 64 kbit/s or an



Transport NAT keep-alive 100 k 1M 10M 100M
UDP YES 1 2 20 200

NOTIFY/s
UDP NO 1 1 10 100
TLS NO 3 25 250 2500

Table 2: Signaling servers needed, by configuration.

% relayed calls 100 k 1M 10M 100M
0% 0 0 0 0

30% 1 2 10 96
100% 1 4 32 320

Table 3: Media servers needed when relayed calls
are 0%, 30%, and 100% of ITSP-ITSP calls.

aggregate bit rate of 960Mbit/s. At this rate, the resource
bottleneck appeared to be a single CPU core overloaded by
ksoftirqd kernel thread. It is likely that even greater call vol-
umes could be relayed by optimizing the multi-core schedul-
ing of this machine using techniques such as [15]. At this
workload, the media relay server consumed approximately
240W (wm). In Table 3, we extrapolate the number of re-
lay servers needed as a function of user population and the
number of calls that need relaying.

4.1.4 Hardware SIP Phones
We also performed measurements to determine the power

consumption of a variety of SIP-based hardphones. We
found that phones consume between 3W to 6W and ob-
served that the phone power consumption does not change
when placing a voice call.

4.2 Skype
We attempted to measure Skype’s energy use as a soft-

phone and as a super node.

4.2.1 Softphone
For several desktop machines running Windows XP and

Windows 7, we did not observe any discernible change in the
machine baseline power consumption when Skype was idle.
The non-discernible change in the power draw when Skype
is idle is partially attributed to the power meter we used
which can only measure power up to tenth of a watt with
an accuracy of 1.5%. When placing a voice call, we found
that on average Skype consumes between 6W to 8W on a
Windows XP and Windows 7 desktop machine. Similarly,
for a video call, Skype consumed between 10W to 20W.
For laptop machines running Windows XP and Max OS X,
we found that Skype, on average, consumed between 1-2W
when placing a voice call. As with the desktop machines,
Skype did not cause any discernible power increase when
idling. We observed similar power draw behavior for other
SIP-based software clients.

4.2.2 Super Node
Measuring Skype’s energy draw as a super node is not

straightforward. First we need a machine to transition to
super node status. Since the Skype client itself decides
whether to become a super node, we can only encourage
this decision to be made by ensuring that the node has a
public IP address, has sufficient bandwidth, and is lightly
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Figure 3: (a) kWh per month of running signaling
and media servers as a function of number of sub-
scribers based on T-ITSP workload (b) kWh per
month of running a c/s and p2p system on a hard-
phone. The c/s kWh numbers include servers and
hardphones.

loaded (which we desired anyway given that we were trying
to isolate what we assumed Skype’s relatively low power con-
sumption amidst the noise of the machine’s hardware and
OS). To this end, we ran a Skype client for a few hours on
a machine with public IP address and good network con-
nectivity. To determine if the Skype is relaying a call, we
performed measurements using a traffic sniffer running on
another machine which is connected to the same hub as the
Skype machine. We assume a call is being relayed if the
bit-rate was above a threshold [22]. Although, our meter
readings indicated that there was a non-zero power increase,
the difference measured was smaller than the measurement
error reported by the power meter. Determining when a
super node is handling signaling traffic is even harder to de-
tect, and the power draw per event lasts for a shorter interval
and is likely smaller in magnitude. We hope to address these
challenges in future work. We did find that the machine can
go to sleep when Skype is acting as a super node and re-
laying the call. The calls were either dropped or transferred
to another relay; however, it is impossible for us to ascer-
tain the status of those calls due to the closed nature of the
Skype network.

5. DISCUSSION
Our model and measurements enable us to compute the

power consumption of signaling, NAT keep-alives, and me-
dia relaying in c/s and p2p systems. Recall that for the T-
ITSP workload that include signaling and NAT keep-alive
traffic over UDP, our SIP server can handle this workload
for 500 k subscribers, and consumes 210W (wS) under peak
load. The RTP relay server under test consumed 240W
(wM ) and can relay 15 k calls, with each call having a bit-
rate of 64 kbit/s. The number of active calls in the system
for 500 k users are 24 k (extrapolating the number of active
calls for 100 k users), requiring two relay servers to handle
this load (one server can handle 15 k calls). Depending on
the actual deployment, not all calls need relaying. Our con-
versations with various VoIP system providers suggest that
using NAT traversal techniques like ICE [18] will likely bring
down the relayed sessions under 30%. When relaying 30% of
the 24 k calls, only one relay server is needed. We compute
wc/s for both 100% and 30% relaying using our c/s model
(equation (1)). We plug c (PUE) as 1.8, and rS = 1 and



rM = 1 in our model. For 100% and 30% relaying, the com-
puted wS is 1.242 kW and 0.81 kW, respectively. Observe
that these numbers are approximate for the peak load and
will be higher if the servers are under utilized.
Assuming delta accounting, p2p system will be more en-

ergy efficient than c/s when:

w∆NS < wc/s (3)

To solve (3) for w∆, we need to estimate the total num-
ber of super nodes in the system that can process signaling,
NAT keep-alive and media relaying traffic. We estimate the
number of super nodes to be 1% of the total user popula-
tion, meaning that in a population of 500 k user agents, 5 k
are super nodes. This assumption is reasonable since if 30%
of the 24 k active calls (7.2 k) need a relay, a super node
roughly relays one complete call at any instant. Thus, the
power consumption per super node, w∆, is 0.81 k

5 k
= 0.162W

in order for c/s and p2p systems to be equivalent in terms
of energy efficiency. When the servers are under utilized,
say 50%, w∆ is twice its original value (0.324W). The small
value of w∆ suggests that if the super nodes were to con-
sume more power than this value in order to handle the
signaling, NAT keep-alives, and media relaying workload, a
p2p system using super nodes will become energy inefficient
as compared to a c/s VoIP system.
Due to the low precision of our power meter, we are not

able to ascertain if Skype super node and relaying power
consumption is close to w∆. However, we speculate that the
power consumed by super nodes and relays running on desk-
top machines may likely be close to the w∆ calculated above.
The reason is that the CPU of a relatively unloaded machine
running a Skype super node or relay may be woken often to
service these requests, thus incurring the small power draw
to cause it to go above w∆. On the contrary, handling an
additional job on a loaded server causes almost no additional
CPU wakeups. We plan to measure the Skype super node
and relaying functionality using more precise power meters.
Figure 3(a) plots the kWh per month for running signal-

ing and NAT keep-alives over UDP, and media relay servers
that was calculated using (1). The figure illustrates that
media relaying due to restrictive NATs is highly wasteful
in terms of energy consumption. As an example, the kWh
consumption (and the total number of servers) is approxi-
mately reduced by a third compared to the scenario when
all calls are relayed (from 15,000 kWh to 5,000 kWh approx-
imately, for 10million users). Table 2 indicates that the
number of signaling servers can be reduced by a factor of
two when there is no NAT keep-alive traffic. The difference
highlights the fact that NATs make the VoIP system waste-
ful in terms of energy consumption (and of course in terms
of bandwidth).
In a VoIP system that replaces PSTN as the primary

phone service, the hardphones, that on average consume
5W, are always powered on. A question to ask is what
is the relative power consumption of always on hardphones
as compared with servers needed to handle peak load. In
Figure 3(b), we plot the sum total of server and hardphone
power consumption in kWh per month, denoted by ‘c/s+hp’.
We also plot the power consumption numbers for ‘p2p+hp’,
in which servers contribute zero power. In both cases, the
hardphone power draw was 5W. As shown, the hardphone
power consumption dominates the total power consumption
of the VoIP system.

6. POWER EFFICIENT VOIP SYSTEMS
In this section, we present a number of optimization tech-

niques that could help to make c/s ITSP infrastructure and
p2p VoIP systems more energy efficient. From private con-
versations with a number of c/s ITSPs we surveyed for this
paper, it is evident that the power efficiency of their infras-
tructure has not been a concern so far. It is typically other
items on the bill, such as Internet connectivity and PSTN
related fees, that dominate the overall cost of running an
ITSP system. Nevertheless, we learn that energy consump-
tion related costs is the only component of the overall bill
that is getting more expensive [6].

Some of the techniques for reducing energy waste in VoIP
systems are:

• Embed SIP user agents in the DSL/cable routers so
that they can bypass the NAT inside the cable/DSL
modem. The DSL/cable routers usually have a pub-
lic IP address. Such embedded user agents will likely
require no media relays and do not need to send NAT
keep-alive traffic. This recommendation works well for
user agents in a c/s VoIP system.

• Use persistent TCP connections among the user agents
(p2p) and between the user agents and the SIP server.
Persistent TCP connections require significantly less
keep-alive traffic for maintaining NAT bindings.

• Use advanced NAT traversal techniques, such as ICE [18]
to allow user agents to detect network conditions and
use RTP relays managed by the ITSP only when ab-
solutely required.

Techniques such as Wake-on-LAN and Wireless Multime-
dia Extensions [12] found in modern mobile computers may
eventually lead to even more energy efficient always-on VoIP
systems. Such devices could enter a power saving mode in
periods of inactivity and be woken up remotely over the net-
work upon arrival of an incoming call. Using power saving
modes together with always-on VoIP is the focus of our on-
going work.

7. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We identified the key components that are implemented

on servers in a c/s VoIP system and by super nodes in a
p2p VoIP system (Skype). We presented a model for under-
standing power consumption of c/s and p2p VoIP systems.
We performed a number of experiments to determine the
server power consumption and number of servers needed for
a given number of users and traffic load. Our models and
measurements indicate that even when super nodes consume
relatively small power for system operation, the p2p VoIP
system can still be less energy inefficient than a c/s VoIP
system. Our analysis and experiments showed that the pres-
ence of NATs is the main obstacle to building energy effi-
cient VoIP systems. Our analysis also suggests that in c/s
VoIP systems with always-on hardphones, the total power
consumed is dominated by the power consumption of the
hardphones.

In the future we plan to measure the power consumption
of Skype clients in super node and client-only modes and
investigate the impact of consolidated (relaying more than
one call simultaneously) p2p media relays on overall system
energy efficiency. In addition, we hope to build a model of
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PSTN and VoIP systems. The feasibility of running always-
on VoIP clients on energy saving devices and with technolo-
gies like Wake-on-LAN and Wireless Multimedia Extensions
is also a subject of future work.
Inefficient design of VoIP infrastructure may severely af-

fect VoIP clients running on energy-constrained devices equipped
with radio interfaces. Frequent communication will keep the
radio interface active, draining the battery, and eventually
rendering the device unusable. Designing a power efficient
VoIP architecture for mobile devices is the focus of our on-
going work.
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